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Chapter 21: Wing Sect 

After a few days, Shi Xueyun has finished the preparation, so that An Ling and Qin Xue 
accompanied him down the mountain to purchase materials. 

When he came to the lobby of Jade Palace, Shi Xueyun is already there, waiting. She 
was discussing something with two young girls. When he approached, Shi Xueyun 
turned her head and smiled at him: “Come here, this is An Ling and Qin Xue. They are 
going to purchase materials with you this time. If you don’t understand anything you can 
ask them on the way.” 

“I’m counting on you my sisters, even though i’m experienced please bear with me” 

Yi Tianyun looked at them. They look pretty cute in white dress. They doesn’t seem to 
be interested in normal human anyway. These two are at the 5th Level of Spirit 
Refinement Realm. On this cultivation usually people are pretty rational. 

Yi Tianyun appeals them with his attitude, he greets them very politely hopefully 
increase favorability from them. 

Afterwards, he immediately checked their favorability: 35 and 32. It definitely increased 
even though only slightly. Using this opportunity he had to increase their favorability. 
Because even if you add 10 points from quest, it is not enough. 

It is totally undersandable that their favorability toward him was extremely low, and even 
negative favorability is possible. Later on it will definitely improve. To improve 
favorability doesn’t have to complete quest, even normal conversation and interaction 
can definitely improve favorability. 

“Junior brother, you won an entry permit for the Jade Palace, and you have earned a lot 
of respect from eveyone by then, now you can forge spirit tools as well!. This time we 
are appointed by Palace Lord to be your escort” they said. 

“It is my honor to have two beautiful sisters as guards!” Yi Tianyun smiled. 

They smiled, they are flattered to hear such compliment. They gave off a vibe of a 
beautiful sister. They barely interact with men. But they didn’t hate competent men. 
Especially now that Yi Tianyun is young master, and the only blacksmith in the entire 
Jade Palace, not to mention he can forge spirit tool! 



“Okay, okay, that’s enough small talk now, before it gets dark.” Shi Xueyun realized Yi 
Tianyun kept praising these two and urge him to quickly depart. 

Yi Tianyun smiled and walked out together. 

Outside the gate of the Jade Palace, a carriage has been prepared for their departure. 
The coachman is an ordinary person who will take them to Wind City. 

“Use This storage ring, there is some gold inside, and the spirit sword that you forged 
earlier as well, sell the extra spirit sword, buy materials, and then return here, and you 
can forge it again.” Shi Xueyun handed over a ring to him. 

Yi Tianyun receive it, toy with it in his hand before finally put it on his finger, he could 
channel spiritual power into it and see what’s inside it. The size of the space is about 
tens of square meters, not too big, and there are many gold and spirit swords inside. 

This thing is really awesome, it can store a lot of things, because they have a lot of 
swords to bring, it will be inconvenient to transport it to the carriage. 

“We will bring a lot of profit when we get back!” Yi Tianyun smiled. 

“Ding, take the next task: purchase materials back to Jade Palace. Complete the reward 
for 10.000 exp, 1.000 gold, one lucky draw opportunity, and improve the overall 
favorablity of 20 points.” 

『Quest: Purchase material back to Jade Palace.』 

『Reward: ?10.000 exp, 1.000 gold, one lucky draw opportunity, and improve the 

overall favorablity of 20 points.』 

This makes it even better since Shi Xueyun requested it anyway, so completing the task 
means even more reward, not to mention additional 20 points of favorability, would be a 
waste not to do it considering such a lot of rewards waiting for him! 

After they got in the carriage, Yi Tianyun asked: “Senior sister An Ling, we are going to 
Wind City to purchase material, right?” 

“Yeah, we are heading to Wind City.” An Ling nodded. 

“Hmmmm” Yi Tianyun squinted, this will be the first time he come to Wind City, 

But he knows somebody else who might be there, and that is Master Kong. 

Before going back to Moon City, Master Kong seems to have some business with a clan 
he is acquaintanced with in Wind City. “I wonder if i will bump into them somewhere 
later”. 



“He definitely won’t involve himself with me anymore…” Yi Tianyun squinted. Because 
he is definitely still frustrated. Yet if he would like to make trouble he would’ve done it 
back then. 

After two days of rushing, they finally came to Wind City, and they were safe along the 
way. 

“Is this Wind City?” 

Yi Tianyun looked around. The huge city gate looks quite awesome. People come and 
go, and you can see lively streets filled with people. The guards at the entrance are in 
quite high level of Spirit Refinement Realm and the expression is serious. No one dares 
to cause a ruckus. 

When they were about to enter the city, there was somebody shouting: “Make way, 
don’t block the road!” 

Yi Tianyun looked around curious about what happened from the carriage, saw a 
carriage ran across the road, completely ignoring any passers-by. A lot of civilians run 
away from them, they don’t want to be hit by that carriage, the coachman riding that 
carriage is so arrogant, he doesn’t give a damn about other people on the street! 

The guards wanted to stop them. But when they saw the emblem on the carriage, they 
quickly retreated to the side: “Make way, if you don’t want to die!” 

In the end they helped the coachman to drive people away. Even though he’s not proud 
of himself for doing this, all he could do is only watch the carriage passed by and head 
into the city gate. 

The people around are speculating about who is sitting inside. 

“No wonder he is so arrogant, it is the carriage of Wing Sect, even if they have quite an 
influence here, isn’t that too much?” Qin Xue shook his head. 

“it’s not like i understand where they’re coming from, Wing Sect is even more famous 
and respected than Spirit Sect, and They also have permit to enter Heavens Immersing 
Ancient Ruins, not to mention they have four entry permits!” An Ling sighed, they can’t 
mess around with them. 

“Wing Sect?” 

So they are a blacksmith sect. Wing Sect consists of a large number of blacksmith, 
exclusively train to master the art of forging. Even that carriage was one of their own 
product. Even If it is not a super strong one, he won’t be able to destroy it easily. 



It can be said that the people inside are undoubtedly quite safe. You can immediately 
grasp how high the level of Wing Sect only from seeing this carriage. This carriage is 
equal to upper level spirit tool, which costs really expensive. 

It’s just that even though they’re so wealthy, they’re also arrogant, savage and don’t 
care about other’s lives. 

Chapter 22: Jiu Lingyun 

『Ding, acquired the task to defeat arrogant Wing Sect disciple Ma Liangpeng, reward 

5.000 exp, 500 blacksmith mastery, 500 gold.』 

When Wing Sect’s wagon disappeared in front of him, suddenly a voice rang in his 
mind. 

“Accept!” 

Yi Tianyun subconsciously accept it, and he’s stunned for a moment This is one of 
Crazy Leveling System’s feature it can also acquire quest randomly, the quest acquired 
is optional quest, so whether you want to complete it or not is completely up to you. 

It’s a pretty good reward overall, there is no common item in it, normally the rewards 
from the quests acquired by Crazy Leveling System is quite good. Especially for 
monster slaying quest… 

“If I activated lucky aura the moment i complete the quest will i get an extra reward?” Yi 
Tianyun suddenly got an excellent idea. 

When you played the game, what is the decisive factor at the beginning of the game? 
Of course it’s the character’s luck. Now that there are multiple lucky auras, obviously the 
reward you obtained will be better. 

When he’s deep in his thought, the voice of An Ling sounded in his ear. 

“Come on, let’s go.” 

Yi Tianyun was snapped back into reality, nodding his head and follow An Ling’s back. 
There was a towering stalwart in front of him. The decoration was extremely luxurious, 
and the exposed corners were all coated with a layer of gold. The surrounding borders 
are all layered with silver and look quite luxurious. 

This is their destination this time, Wind Building. 

They will sell some spirit tools here for some gold which will be used to purchase some 
more materials. 



“Such luxurious place…” Yi Tianyun eyes lit up, compared to the surrounding buildings, 
Wind Building is much more conspicuous. 

When they are about to go in, they heard a ruckus. 

They divert their attention toward their back, and they are fascinated by an ordinary girl, 
average looks, nothing special about her, everything about her is average. She clung to 
the arm of a man, with her eyes full of anger. 

“Liu Li! You agreed that you will give me 8 silver! Jade Spirit Grass can’t be that cheap, I 
have asked everyone, this Jade Spirit Grass worths at least 12 silver, yet you only give 
me 3 silver.” The girl’s eyes are full of anger, and judging from her tattered clothes, at 
first glance anybody will know she is not from a well-off family. 

Liu Li pulled away her dirty hand, but the girl’s grip was really firm, resulting with her 
tearing his clothes. 

“Wind Building now buys Jade Spirit Grass for 4 silver. And my share is only 1 silver, 
nothing more! If you continue to pull it down, don’t blame me for it! If you don’t want to 
help me in the usual situation. I have already smoked you, and now the clothes have to 
be broken by you… Mom, so dirty, it is suffocating!” Liu Li is full of anger, he is not a 
cultivator, just an ordinary person. 

“Impossible, the price is still the same untill yesterday. How could it be so cheap all of a 
sudden? You must have taken the rest of the money!” The girl still pulled his clothes 
tightly and shouted: “Come back!” 

Meanwhile, Yi Tianyun and others who were watching up until now looked at each 
other, they hesitated to help. 

“Let’s go in, no need to concern ourselves about them.” Qin Xue shook his head and 
didn’t plan to help. 

In her opinion, there are just some people who are too lazy to take care of themselves. 

An Ling kind of wants to help, she knows Liu Li is deceiving her. 

Not only An Ling, even Yi Tianyun can’t overlook this, he’s not exactly a nice guy, but 
seeing this situation, he can’t just sit still! 

『Ding! Successfully accepted a quest to help young lady Jiu Lingyun, reward 1.000 

exp, Jiu Lingyun’s favorability increased by 100 points and 5 prestige points.』 

Yi Tianyun didn’t care about rewards at this point. He quickly approach her. For him, the 
reward is not important.. 



“You dare to tear off my clothes, damn it, compensate for this!” he’s so infuriated, he 
raised his hand intending to slap the girl. The girl though, have no intention of escaping, 
she’s not afraid at all. 

Fortunately right before his hand reaches the girl, Yi Tianyun grab his hand. 

“Jade Spirit Grass’ price is indeed 12 silver, aren’t you being unreasonable here?” Yi 
Tianyun frowned. 

“Get your hands off me! Mind your own business!” Liu Li was angered, he’s trying to 
break free from Tianyun’s clutch but it’s too strong so he use his other hand and try to 
punch Yi Tianyun’s face. 

“Watch out!” Jiu Lingyun tried to protect Tianyun by putting herself in front of him. 

Bam! The clear sound of someone’s face is being slapped, however it was neither Yi 
Tianyun, nor Jiu Lingyun’s face, turns out the one who was knocked down was Liu Li. 

His face swollen and one of his teeth is detached. 

“Trash!” He can’t see clearly yet and he is being mocked, of course by none other than 
Tianyun. 

“Son of a bitch, do you know who I am!” Liu Li tried to stand up, his face is swollen, and 
his mouth is full of blood looking at Yi Tianyun full of anger. 

“I don’t know who you are, but you better give back the silver this girl deserve, otherwise 
I don’t mind giving you a few more slaps!” Yi Tianyun stepped forward, and he reveals 
his intense aura in front of Liu Li. 

How can a normal person withstand the aura of a cultivator, his feet are shaking, he is 
scared. 

“Cultivator…” Liu Li realized that Yi Tianyun is a cultivator and he fainted. After he is 
awake, he quickly took out some silver, but it was not much really. The rest of the silver 
he owes Jiu Lingyun that’s all he got. 

He begs Tianyun for mercy: “I am sorry, sir, please let me go, i’ll never cause trouble…” 

He kept begging mercy now that he knows Yi Tianyun is a cultivator, he even left all his 
money there nothing left, all he can do is beg for mercy now 

“Go!” Yi Tianyun glanced at him coldly. He had no intention to kill him. There were too 
many people anyways, he can’t afford to kill anyone amongst this crowd. 

Then he ran off as fast as he can never looking back. 



『Congratulations for completing the quest, earn 1.000 exp, Jiu Lingyun’s favorability is 

?increased by 100 points and prestige 5 points.』 

100 favorability! All of a sudden Yi Tianyun is already at the level of a good firend. It 
seems that she really appreciates his help. 

Only after Liu Li ran away that she picked up the scattering silvers,and held it carefully 
in her hands. 12 silver is enough for three months for a family in the slum. 

She paused, and immediately took out 5 silver from her arms and handed it over to Yi 
Tianyun and said: “This is my token of appreciation… I’m sorry i can’t give too much, i 
need to feed my younger brothers at home”. 

Looking at the 5 silver handed over by Jiu Lingyun, Yi Tianyun shook his head and 
smiled: “it’s ok, keep it for yourself, i was wondering, would you come with us? Join 
Jade Palace.” 

“Ja, Jade Palace!?” She is so surprised she couldn’t believe her ears. She immediately 
shook her head: “I… my talent is very low, there is no way i can join Jade Palace.” 

Many fractions will recruit people. Of course, they will examine their talents. Those with 
low talent won’t be able to join. Jiu Lingyun talent is not high, and since she knows the 
fact that she got no chance, she refused the offer beforehand. 

“Sisters, can she join Jade Palace? Not to be a formal disciple, but rather to do some 
chores and stuff in Jade Palace, is it possible?” Yi Tianyun asked. 

An Ling and Qin Xue approached them. 

“No problem, and younger brother, since you are a young master of the Jade Palace. 
You can bring in people at will. There is no problem at all.” An Ling looked at Yi Tianyun 
full of admiration, she is really impressed by Yi Tianyun’s deed. 

Obviously, this move earn him a lot of favorability from her. Although Qin Xue, who was 
next to her, did not help, she couldn’t help but feel compassionate when she saw Jiu 
Lingyun. 

“In this case, are you willing to come with us?” Yi Tianyun smiled. He has no ulterior 
motive. He simply wanted to help her. He thought that this girl eyes were very honest, 
and she didn’t think twice when she tried to fight back or protect Yi Tianyun earlier. 

She’s just so pure and honest to her feelings! 



Chapter 23: Merely Coincidence 

“Really, is it really ok?” her clear eyes filled with eagerness, but she immediately shook 
her head and said: “Then please give me some time, i’ll consider about it…” 

She did not immediately agree, how could she without knowing who Yi Tianyun is, she 
didn’t even know his name. 

An Ling is so surprised, under normal circumstances people would instantly say yes, but 
she didn’t instantly accept 

Yi Tianyun tried to guess, and whispered, “Is it because your little brother?” 

“You, how do you know?” Jiu Lingyun eyes widened, she’s surprised. 

“You said it yourself earlier you want to give some silver for your brother right?” Yi 
Tianyun just guessed the reason out of the blue. Judging from her tattered clothes, she 
is ?definitely not from very good family, and she can’t come with us because she has to 
take care her brother. 

“That’s… I am sorry young master, I can’t leave my brother.” Jiu Lingyun wanted to go, 
but she is worried about her brother. 

『Quest: Help Jiu Lingyun’s Little Brother.』 

『Reward: ?1.000 exp, increase favorability of Jiu Lingyun by 50, and increase prestige 

by 5 points.』 

These tasks just keep coming, and the reward was somewhat ordinary. Yi Tianyun kind 
of understand why, ?it’s a common task, and it is optional, so naturally the reward is 
more common. 

“System, what is prestige?” 

He’s scrolling down his status bar only to realize that there actually is prestige points, 
how did he miss that this whole time. 

Host: Yi Tianyun 

Level: 12 (Second Level Spirit Refinement) 

Exp: 5820/50000 

Crazy Point: 670 points 

Prestige: 5 



Cultivation Technique: Dark North Divine Art 

Martial Arts: Absorbing Stars Great Technique, Eagle Claw Art, Falling Feather Sword 
Technique and Floating Cloud Steps 

Weapon: Frost Fist 

Armor: Snow Wolf Battle Boots and Divine Armor 

Divine Ability: Crazy Mode and Lucky Aura 

Profession: Runecraft, Blacksmith, Alchemist 

Under his investigation, the effect of prestige is shown. 

Prestige: More prestige points will increase your luck. 

“It seems that doing good deeds can increase prestige as well. It is just that I don’t know 
how effective it is.” 

Yi Tianyun thought about it. If his prestige point is quite high then combined with lucky 
aura will greatly enhance his luck. 

“I accept then!” Yi Tianyun immediately took the task, “We will bring your brother along 
as well, we can recruit more people in Jade Palace” Yi Tianyun smiled. 

An Ling overhear them, but did not say anything. It’s not a problem to bring back 
another person. There has been several exception anyways. 

“Is it really ok?!” Jiu Lingyun surprise. 

“Yes, but let’s go buy something first.” Yi Tianyun told her. 

“Then, then I will be waiting for you here.” Jiu Lingyun said: “I can’t go in, people from 
the slums… can’t go in.” 

Wind City does not welcome people from the slums. The residents of the slums have no 
money. And mostly all they do is selling herbs in exchange for a few silver. It doesn’t 
make sense for them to loiter inside. 

So if you want to enter the building you must dress properly. And obviously residents of 
the slums can’t afford it because it’s too expensive. At most they can only ask 
somebody else to bring them in and pay a few silver later on as compensation. 

“You will be one respected guest if you come with me, I dare anyone to make a move 
on you!” Yi Tianyun said solemnly. 



Jiu Lingyun looked at his gaze and finally nodded slightly, partly because she wanted to 
go in but never get the chance to. 

Yi Tianyun walked into the Wind Building with Jiu Lingyun, until the guard tries to stop 
him. 

“Sorry, we don’t welcome people from the slums here.” The guards are quite strong, 
they are around 5th Level of Body Refinement Realm. They are the guards here, which 
proves that this is not your average building. 

“She is with me, problem?” Yi Tianyun eyes were cold, and a strong aura is emitted 
from within him. The two guards unconciously step back from Yi Tianyun. They know he 
is more powerful than them. 

“No, no problem at all, please, please come in…” the guards let them in while breaking 
into cold sweat . 

Of course they dare not stop such powerful cultivator. It’s not that they absolutely forbid 
people from the slums to enter. They just think that people in slums don’t have enough 
money to buy anything here. 

Now that a strong cultivator bring her along, they can’t interfere. Anyway, she helped 
bring in a wealthy customer so no problem. 

And even though Jiu Lingyun is poor, her clothes is very clean, moreover you can faintly 
smell a sweet scent coming from her. As if she adds a few wild flowers to her bath 
water. 

“I, i’m really inside Wind Building…” Jiu Ling is very nervous. This is the first time she 
come in here. she is definitely so nervous. The most important thing is to be cautious 
not to damage anything in here. Because she doesn’t have any money to compensate. 

“What do you want to buy?” Yi Tianyun asked. 

“I don’t want anything, i’m happy enough to look around…” 

She shook her head, and everything was expensive, even the cheapest one cost 100 
silver. She only had a dozen silver at most, yet the price here mostly hundreds silver or 
even higher. Seeing the price she can’t help but keep it to herself. 

Yi Tianyun took her around, he immediately go to the second floor because he didn’t 
find the materials he needed. After circling around for a while, he found Jiu Lingyun 
showed interest on a bottle of pill, but when she saw the price, the faint hope in her 
eyes is gone. 



He immediately understood. This pill is called “Expel Poison Pill”. As the name 
suggests, it is used for detoxification. However, the price is very high, up to 2.000 silver. 
No wonder she dared not ask, such amount is enough for decades for her. 

“Do you want this?” Yi Tianyun pointed at the drug. 

“I…” She was about to say yes, but she realize she can’t kept taking advantage from his 
kindness, “I want this pill, can i borrow some money to buy it?…” 

“Why do you want this pill?” Yi Tianyun asked. 

“My brother is poisoned, and he can’t move his feet. I heard that it can be cured by 
using Expel Poison Pilll. I want to buy it for him.” Her clear eyes sparkled with hope, she 
honestly wanted to cure her brother. 

“Then take me to your brother, I will help you curing your brother, if all you need is this 
Expel Poison Pill then i can do something.” Yi Tianyun smiled. 

“You can?!” Jiu Ling is very excited. 

The next An Ling and Qin Xue both looked at each other and felt very confused. Can Yi 
Tianyun heal as well? 

“No problem, now while we are at it, we will buy the materials for that as well.” Yi 
Tianyun nodded. 

When he was going to buy the materials, the familiar voice was heard in his ear. “How 
can there be people from the slums coming here, Wind building has fallen so low!” 

When Yi Tianyun turned his head, he saw someone familiar, Master Kong! 

He actually met Master Kong, Yi Tianyun wondered before coming here whether he will 
bump into him somewhere and now here he is, Master Kong! 

Chapter 24: Suppression 

Master Kong approached them. He is seeing Jiu Lingyun with eye full of disgust. Even 
though she’s not smelly at all, due to her status Master Kong is just so disgusted at her. 

Then he saw Yi Tianyun who turned out to be the one who brought her along, his eyes 
turned from disgust into anger: “I heard somebody is bringing in a resident from the 
slums, I didn’t expect it to be you! Why are you here?” 

When he saw Yi Tianyun, he couldn’t help but bite his lips, he is once again being 
reminded of the humiliation he experienced. Being overwhelmed by Yi Tianyun, even 
though he was treated well anywhere, he can’t forget the humiliation. 



“Something wrong about me being here?” Yi Tianyun’s eyes are cold, as expected of 
Master Kong, his blacksmith skill is nothing special, yet he act like boss, he thought Yi 
Tianyun will back down easily? 

“Of course! Show these people the exit please, they don’t belong here!” Master Kong 
shouted to the guard next to him: “And how can a resident of the slums casually come 
in here like it’s nothing, how outrageous!, this’ll just stain Wind Pavilion’s reputation!” 

“Sorry, Master Kong, I will drive them out right away!” The guard’s expression suddenly 
changed, then he coldly said : “We have rules here, people in the slums can’t enter, 
please take your leave!” 

And even though Yi Tianyun is a guest here as well, of course they will favor Master 
Kong instead of Yi Tianyun.. 

Yi Tianyun was angry in his heart: “Why can’t resident from slum enter? My dress code 
is just fine, can’t you let this slide?” 

“It’s pointless for her to be here anyway since she doesn’t have money, please leave.” 
The guards insisted. 

Next to him Jiu Lingyun bite her lips, what she worried the most is not being driven out 
by others, but to involve Yi Tianyun in this matter as well, she’s afraid Yi Tianyun will be 
humiliated because he brought her here. 

“I, I will leave right n…” before Jiu Lingyun finished her sentence, a few pieces of gold 
fell in her hands, it worth ten of thousand silver. 

“So how about now?” Yi Tianyun said, trying to hold back his anger. 

“This is…” When the guard saw those pieces of gold, he was speechless and turned to 
look at Master Kong. 

“We don’t welcome you here. I don’t care how much gold you have. Once a plebeian 
will always be plebeian.” Master Kong keep throwing insult. 

Hearing that, Jiu Lingyun‘s body went limp as if strength has left her body, and her eyes 
were red and teary. She wanted to say something, but she is afraid of Master Kong’s 
status, so she chose to remain silent. 

“Yes, she certainly is a plebeian, but there’s still something else lower, a beast-like 
human, compared to that I’d say she is way much better.” Yi Tianyun smiled at the side, 
reached out and patted her shoulder, indicating that she should not worry so much. 

“Who is a beast you say?” Master Kong was angry and pointed at Yi Tianyun’s face with 
anger. 



“I never said it’s you though, but to think it rubs you the wrong way, maybe you are one 
then.” Yi Tianyun turned to look at the guard, said solemnly: “Yes he is a guest, but we 
are a guest as well, you think you can treat us like this?” 

“I am an honorable guest here, I can drive you out easily!” Master Kong said coldly: 
“Send them out!” 

He ordered the guards to capture them. Although he wanted to settle this with Yi 
Tianyun, but if he told Shi Xueyun about it he would be in trouble. Yes he is an 
honorable guest, with quite high status too, but that does not mean he can mess around 
with Jade Palace! 

“It’s not just a guest, but where is the one in charge here, I have something to tell him!” 
Yi Tianyun said indifferently. 

“Who died and make you the boss? Wanted to meet Pavilion Lord you say?” Master 
Kong sneered, and he was very disdainful. 

“What’s with the ruckus?” At this time a middle-aged man came forward, he moved so 
elegantly easily earn everyone’s respect. 

“Pavilion Lord Liang, you came just right. This kid, not only he has framed me before, 
and now as if to purposefully spit on my face he brought a resident from the slums here. 
It makes me uncomfortable, i also feel bad for Wind Pavilion, bringing her here only 
cause anxiety to the guests!” Master Kong said coldly: “Please drive this kid out along 
with that girl from the slum!” 

“Well?” Pavilion Lord Liang looked at Yi Tianyun and his companions, his brow wrinkled, 
just wanted to say something, when he saw An Ling and Qin Xue, he was a bit 
surprised. 

“Pavilion Lord Liang, Don’t you think your guest is too rude? We are from Jade Palace. 
We are coming here to do business, aren’t we considered guests?” Qin Xue couldn’t 
help but stand up and give him a piece of her mind. 

Master Kong’s words are just too harsh, they don’t mind it too much, they know that’s 
just how Master Kong is. 

“It turns out that you are the people of Jade Palace. It is no wonder that the two of you 
are so temperamental.” Pavilion Lord Liang smiled and immediately said to Master 
Kong, “Wherever they are from, they are a customer nonetheless, as long as they’re 
here to just to do business it’s all fine right? Money has no fault right?” 

He can’t afford to offend either side. Granted, Master Kong is their honorable guest, but 
Jade Palace although their influence is not that big, they’re pretty strong. He can’t afford 
to provoke them. 



Wind Pavilion has quite an influence as well, but it’s neutral they specialize in trading, 
so they can’t cause unnecessary troubles. 

“Pavilion Lord Liang, mark my words. If you insist on welcoming them, then I will be the 
one leaving!” Master Kong was furious, making him choose either one of them. 

Pavilion Lord Liang face changed, this is indeed troublesome, but he did not think twice, 
and immediately said to Yi Tianyun: “i’m really sorry, but i’ll have to ask you to leave…” 

He speaks politely trying not to provoke them, but the fact that he chose Master Kong 
over the name Jade Palace infuriated Qin Xue and An Ling, so much that they’re about 
to withdraw their sword. 

In fact, the name of Jade Palace must be louder than Master Kong. That is only a 
Master Kong is a guest, can help them create a spirit, the meaning is different. 

“This is unbelievable…” 

“Alright whatever, I don’t give a damn anymore, you better remember your choice today 
Pavilion Lord Liang!” Yi Tianyun reached out and stopped Qin Xue, indicated that they 
should act impulsive. Then they immediately leave. 

“Hey, what’s wrong? Where did all your confidence earlier go? Wind Pavilion is my turf 
don’t you dare come back here!” Master Kong sense a victory over Tianyun and he 
can’t hide his satisfaction. 

Pavilion Lord Liang frowned, and immediately shook his head and said nothing. 

When they left, Jiu Lingyun cried, and apologized: “I’m sorry, it’s all because of me…” 

“I am not blaming you, in fact, Master Kong has a grudge against us, you’ve done 
nothing wrong.” Yi Tianyun looked around, there is another Pavilion across Wind 
Pavilion, it’s not as luxurious as Wind Pavilion, but It ran the same business it’s called 
“Rain Pavilion”. 

The two have been in a competitive relationship, but now it is clear that Wind Pavilion is 
slightly better. They couldn’t enter Wind Pavilion, so they went into Rain Pavilion 
instead. 

“Let’s go to this Pavilion instead, I will make them regret their choice!” 

Qin Xue and An Ling face each other, do not know what Yi Tianyun plan to do, all they 
can do is follow him. 



When they arrived at the Rain Pavilion, when the shopkeeper welcome them, he 
instantly took out ten Spirit Tools and said: “I will sell these to you, and I need your help! 
I have a plan!” 

His eyes lit, his approach is very simple, since Wind Pavilion drive him out, he will 
request assistance from Rain Pavilion, and take revenge on Wind Pavilion! 

Chapter 25: Low Price Trade 

『Quest: ?Help Rain Pavilion to suppress Wind Pavilion.』 

『Reward: ?5.000 exp, 100 Zi Yuwei’s favorability, 500 gold, and 10 Prestige.』 

After coming in, Yi Tianyun took the quest . He didn’t expect it to increase prestige as 
well. As for who Zi Yuwei is, it goes without saying that it is definitely a person who is 
affiliated with Rain Pavilion. 

“These quest just keep coming, there are too many random quest!” 

His eyes lit up, he can get even with Wind Pavilion, and he can get rewards. Why not? 
He feels that he can raise several levels by sticking around here. So when the time to 
enter Heavens Immerse Ancient Ruins come, he can reach enough level of cultivation 
to defeat everyone! 

The shopkeeper that attend them was extremely shocked after seeing the amount of 
swords Yi Tianyun bring, Spirit Tool is not cheap, especially the middle level, it can fetch 
a good price! 

“Sir, please wait for a bit, I will call Pavilion Lord…” The waiter rushed to find Pavilion 
Lord. After a while, girl in purple clothes quickly went downstairs. It’s the Wind Pavilion 
Lord, Zi Yuwei. 

Zi Yuwei came down, she is a beautiful and excellent girl. She was already the owner of 
this Rain Pavilion in her early twenties. She saw ten swords her eyes are full of glitter: 
“Ten swords, excellent, are you going to sell it to us?” 

“Something like that, but rather than selling at normal price, my condition is that you sell 
it at a low price, and if you can provide materials for me, i can keep forging Spirit Tools 
to sell here , you can determine the price as long as it is cheaper than the one in Wind 
Pavilion, i’ll be responsible for forging and you’re responsible for the management” 

Even though this isn’t so profitable, it’s cost-effective. With their competitive relationship, 
they are constantly using Rain Pavilion’s material to forge Spirit Tools. Besides earning 
a lot of exp he can also complete the quest at hand. So why not? 

“It seems that young master have a problem with Wind Pavilion” ?Zi Yuwei smiled. 



“Something like that, so? Are you in?” Yi Tianyun looked at her and smiled. 

“Of course, we gladly accept.” Zi Yuwei despite her cute appearance and young age, 
she already had some plans in her mind. 

An Ling and Qin Xue face each other, what is the situation, suddenly it is noisy? 

“Sisters, can i ask you a favor? please go with Jiu Lingyun to bring her brother here for 
detoxification, i’ll have my hands full here for a while.” Yi Tianyun of course did not 
forget about this thing, he originally wanted to buy some materials and immediately go 
to Jiu Lingyun’s brother, but now that the plan is foiled he had to rely on An Ling and 
Qin Xue to bring her brother here. 

“No problem, let’s go right away.” The two sisters nodded, and they went with Jiu 
Lingyun. The younger brother of Jiu Lingyun was poisoned. This matter naturally cannot 
be neglected. 

No problem occurred while Yi Tianyun prepares everything, everything went according 
to plan . 

“Fight me, i will never let you buy any material from this place!” Master Kong shouted 
out of the blue he’s so irritated. When he remembered being humiliated in Jade Palace, 
he just can’t hold in his anger. He’s thinking about the way to settle this with Yi Tianyun 
and somehow get the benefit out of it as well. 

“Master Kong, it seems that the Jade Palace has provoked you. But something’s off, but 
considering the situation of Jade Palace right now, they don’t have their own blacksmith, 
and incurring your wrath just doesn’t make sense especially they’ll need weapon to 
enter Heaven Immersing Ancient Ruins.” Pavilion Lord Liang give him a piece of his 
mind. 

Master Kong is quite young, and he surely will become a forging master in the future. 
That’s why Pavilion Lord Liang favor Master Kong over Jade Palace. 

While they are enjoying themselves, one of the guards rushed in from outside. 

He accidentally bump into the table on his way, causing the tea cup to fell and it broke. 

“What’s with the ruckus? Why are you in such a hurry? How rude!” Pavilion Lord Liang 
frowned. 

“Pavilion Lord Liang, Rain Pavilion is selling spirit tools for 10.000 silver cheaper than 
us!” The guard said in a hurry. 

“What!” 



Pavilion Lord Liang and Master Kong both stood up in shock. 

“Who is this lunatic that try to sell a Spirit Tools for 10.000 silver cheaper than us? it’s 
almost half the price of middle level Spirit Tools! They want to be bankrupt or what?” 
Pavilion Lord Liang shocked. 

“This seems to be their advocate’s idea, they are giving their Spirit Tools to Rain 
Pavilion, and Rain Pavilion help them sell it at such a cheap prize, at this rate even our 
customer will be snatched by them.” The guard said. 

“Their advocate’s idea? Who is so generous, so much that they can afford to sell it so 
low?” Pavilion Lord Liang calmly said. 

“It seems to be the one whom you drive out earlier…” said the guard. 

“What!?” Pavilion Lord Liang shocked once again, then he said: “That’s impossible, isn’t 
he from Jade Palace, how can he sell the spirit tools? They are not supposed to have a 
blacksmith? And they sell it at such a low price? If we are driven by us.” 

“We’ll observe the situations first, if people buy their Spirit Tools untill they run out of 
stock, will they still purchase from Rain Pavilion?” Master Kong said, he was stuttering. 
Because he knows that Yi Tianyun is capable of forging, if customer ended up still 
buying from Rain Pavilion due to the quality as well, he really can’t do a thing. 

He simply hopes that Yi Tianyun will stop until he sold all his Spirit Tools and go back to 
Jade Palace. 

“Yes, we have no choice. He wants to use the power of Rain Pavilion to suppress us?” 
Pavilion Lord Liang sneered: “He’s too naive, i’ll send someone to purchase all his Spirit 
Tools and end this!” 

He immediately ordered someone to buy those spirit tools, he bought all of them, but it 
didn’t take long before they finished forging more Spirit Tools, and they still sell it at a 
low price. Pavilion Lord Liang immediately sent people again to buy it, but again ?and a 
dozen or so spirits tools is forged, as if they come out of thin air. 

“Why do they still have spirit tools left to sell, is Rain Pavilion selling their own spirit tools 
as well!?” Pavilion Lord Liang frowned and felt that something was wrong. If they really 
do, then they really are a fool 

Master Kong remain silent. He already knew what was going on. It must have been Yi 
Tianyun, and he began to grab the source of customers at a low price. he remembered 
that before Yi Tianyun left, he said that he would make Wind Pavilion regret their 
decision. Is all this farce just to get even at Wind Pavilion? 


